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the acclaimed actor and producer died from cancer on nov. 14. he
was 89. butch cassidy and the sundance kid was nominated for three
academy awards, including best picture, and was the ninth-highest-
grossing film of 1969. the film was a true cinematic classic, and also
a high point for cassidy, who received an oscar nomination for best
actor in 1969. he was known for a long list of films and tv shows,

including butch cassidy and the sundance kid, north by northwest,
easy rider, mash, the day of the locust, true grit, falling down,

leaving las vegas and fritz the cat. he was also known for his leading
role on the long-running abc sitcom three's company. after the

series ended in 1984, cassidy played a recurring role on the abc
legal drama spin city, which ran from 1998 to 2002. in the 1990s, he
made a number of guest appearances on television shows, including
the king of queens and sex and the city. he also starred in a number
of films, including sixteen candles, one false move and uncommon
valor. you can easily share your videos to youtube or other video

sites via the built-in share button in pinnacle studio. the application
supports several different file formats, including avi, mp4, and wmv,
as well as the ability to convert other formats. furthermore, pinnacle

movie studio allows you to create dvd or blu-ray discs with your
videos, customize the background and menus, add custom audio

tracks, and include subtitles. this program also includes a dv
converter that lets you convert files into dv, dvcpro, dvcpro50 and
dvcpro100 formats. and you can also convert and burn several files

at once to create one dvd, blu-ray disc or vcd.
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It does have up to 5 video projects. You have the ability to create a
new project, start a new file, or import a project from Avid Media
Composer. Avid Media Composer is the industry standard video

program for video editing, so Avid offers a video import tool, but it
does not allow you to import media from a timeline without creating

new media. You can trim clips to form a new project, but you can
only trim clips from the same project or new files. If you want to trim
clips from other projects, you will have to merge it into a new project

before you can trim it. Plus, if you want to do more advanced
editing, you need to use Avid Media Composer. Avid provides its own

file management system, as well as its own video editor, image
editor, sound editor, layers, transitions, effects, and audio editor.

And if you are wondering how to apply transitions to different parts
of a movie, well, Avid has you covered there too. All of these

features are included in Avid Studio, but if you are using a Mac, you
will have to pay $1,699 for the software. Studio 11 includes the
following features: an integrated 3D Modeling, animation and

rendering system for working with 3D objects and environments;
new measurement and rendering features for superior playback and

output resolution; and added editing and output support for HD
video resolutions: 720p and 1080i. Video rendering in Studio 11 has
been redesigned from the ground up for better performance, image
quality and workflow. New rendering features include: support for

multiple render passes and multiple preview views (what you see is
what you get); customizable, noise-free watch windows with

flipbook, zoom and pan; improved support for creative grading tools
like the curves and levels systems and the output of Chroma Key

and additional masks; and the addition of interactive, customizable
Locator screens. 5ec8ef588b
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